STORYTELLING SCAVENGER HUNT
Your Name:______________________________________________________________
Directions: Go around the room and find people who either know the information or have
experienced the event described. Find as many people as you can in a certain time limit.
However, discover at least one or two things about the person from the ideas on the sheet before
you move on. Have the other person place their initials on the line.
Items
1. Knows one other version of Cinderella
2. Can make up a different ending of Jack & the Beanstalk
3. Knows the story of how parents/guardians met
4. Can tell a story about a time they were lost
5. Had a crazy dream and can tell it if asked
6. Can name all the three little pigs
7. Knows who King Midas was
8. Knows what a selkie is
9. Remembers a ghost story that scared you
10. Can tell a funny story about losing a tooth
11. Can tell who had a large hammer, wife & kid
12. Knows what “tar” means to Brer Rabbit
13. Can name King Arthur’s wife
14. Can finish sentence “I will love you forever, I will like you for always. . .”
15. The _____________ Bunny
16. Knows who “Bloody Bones” is
17. Can name Peter Pan’s favorite small person
18. Can tell what a Leprechaun is hiding
19. Knows about National Youth Storytelling Showcase
20. Can take us to one storytelling website
21. Can name the “call number” you find storytelling books in library
22. Can name two storytelling villains
23. Can name one female heroine in a story
24. Can name a story that makes you laugh
25. Can name a story that makes you cry
26. Can tell a folktale from another country
27. Can name one other Jack story besides the beanstalk one
28. Knows who Anansi is
29. Can name three Native American tribes
30. Knows a story that they can also sing
31. Can share a tandem telling with another person
32. Can name three bears in three different stories
33. Can tell me who Aesop was

Initials

